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A B S T R A C T   

The uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) and Youngs’ modulus (E) of rock are important parameters required 
during design and stability analysis of mining and geotechnical structures. There is correlation between UCS and 
E of rock, and the proper estimation of such correlation is important for reliable mining engineering analysis. 
However, limited quantity of UCS and E data pairs often available for most mining project sites makes it difficult 
to estimate reliable correlation between UCS and E. This study addresses the difficulty by developing Bayesian 
approach for characterizing the site-specific joint probability distribution of UCS and E that is data-driven, 
without the use of an empirical model. A major novelty of the proposed approach over previous studies is 
that it does not require selection or integration of a regression model as input to characterize the correlation 
between UCS and E. The likelihood function in the proposed approach is directly constructed from only limited 
UCS and E data pairs and their prior information as inputs. The Bayesian approach is incorporated into Markov 
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation to generate samples pairs of UCS and E, which are then analysed for 
marginal statistics, marginal probability distribution, joint probability distribution and correlation. Real data of 
UCS and E obtained from uniaxial compression tests on migmatites at the Sanandaj-Sirjan zone in Iran is used to 
demonstrate the approach. The marginal statistics, distributions and correlation coefficient from the proposed 
approach is consistent with those of the measured data from the adopted site. This indicates that the approach is 
effective in characterizing the correlation between UCS and E, and can be used when there is need for such 
characterization at a site with limited data. Simulated data are also used in the approach and the results show 
that the quality and quantity of information available as inputs play an important role in the efficiency of the 
characterization by the approach. The hallmark of the proposed approach is that it is data-driven, and practi-
tioners do not need to determine and select an appropriate site-specific regression model to evaluate the cor-
relation between UCS and E of rock.   

Introduction 

Uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) and Youngs’ modulus (E) of 
rock play important roles in mine design, construction, and analysis. 
These parameters depict the strength and deformation characteristics of 
rock, and these characteristics are the principal factors affecting the 
stability of any mining engineering structure. Both UCS and E are inputs 
during prediction of the specific energy of drills [1], to determine rock 
factor during determination of muck pile fragment size from blasting 
operations [2], to determine the loading rates of fragments of different 

rock types [3] and in selection of appropriate rock drilling equipment 
when such selection is based solely on rock laboratory tests [4]. 
Furthermore, both UCS and E are required in analysis of underground 
excavation stability [5], reliability of tunnel construction [6] and tail-
gate design and analysis of underground construction [7]. The ratio of 
UCS and E is used to determine modulus ratio, which is frequently used 
in rock mass strength estimations and other analysis involving rock 
mass. For instance, the modulus ratio is used to calculate rock mass 
deformation modulus when it cannot be obtained from field tests [8,9]. 
These applications and contributions underscore the importance of both 
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UCS and E in mine design and analysis. 
The UCS and E of rock are usually independently applied in mining 

and geotechnical engineering analyses [1,2,5,6,9,10]. Previous studies, 
however, indicate that there is positive correlation between UCS and E 
of rock for the studied sites (e.g., [10-19]). A study explained that 
ignoring this kind of correlation between UCS and E can significantly 
impact on geotechnical reliability [20]. When the correlation between 
variables like UCS and E are not considered or simply assumed, there 
might be overestimation or underestimation of the calculated reliability 
of mining structures [20,21]. With UCS and E used together as inputs in 
most mining analysis, the interplay between the two properties can 
significantly affect estimated performance of engineering structures. To 
achieve the reliability analysis that reflects the actual performance of 
mining and geotechnical structures, there is a need to construct the joint 
distribution of UCS and E, from which their correlation can be evalu-
ated. However, such evaluation requires a reasonable large quantity of 
project or site-specific data pairs. 

In mining engineering practice, conventional statistical methods 
such as the correlation coefficient are often used to quantify the corre-
lation between UCS and E [17,18]. Such estimated correlation coeffi-
cient can only meaningfully reflect the joint distribution of UCS and E 
when the sample size of test data of UCS and E is reasonably large. The 
drawback of the conventional statistical methods is that they directly 
use test data of UCS and E to estimate their correlation. The estimated 
correlation using this method is often affected by the small number of 
rock samples tested for UCS and E. Note that it is not always feasible to 
extract quality cores from rocks that are fractured, weak or thinly 
bedded [22-24]. This implies that for many small to medium scale 
mining and geotechnical engineering projects, only limited test results 
of UCS and E are available for specific sites. Previous studies have shown 
how limited test data can significantly affect the statistics of rock 
properties, including the correlation between different rock properties 
[25-28]. 

To address the drawback of the conventional statistical methods, 
[20] developed Bayesian approach to characterize the correlation be-
tween UCS and E by combining available site-specific test data of UCS 
and E, empirical model relating UCS and E and their prior information 
on the site. With the integration of information from the three sources, 
the statistical uncertainty because of small number of limited data of 
UCS and E can be considerably reduced. Also, the approach provides a 
more confident characterization of the joint distribution of UCS and E. In 
addition, artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) tech-
niques have been used in rock mechanics field for rock properties pre-
diction or optimization [29-38]. Table 1 shows some of the previous AI 
and ML techniques for prediction of UCS and E. However, the techniques 
generally require a sizeable amount of data. This is because reasonable 
data points are needed for training, testing, and validation of their 
models. However, in most of the cases, such amount of data is not 
available for small to medium scale mining engineering projects. Hence, 
the need for an approach that can systematically and logically utilize 
limited available data to perform characterization of correlation be-
tween two rock properties. 

This study develops an approach which constructs the joint distri-
bution of UCS and E by formulating the likelihood function without the 
need for a regression model. Subsequently, using the Bayesian frame-
work, the posterior joint probability density function (PDF) of UCS and E 
can be evaluated and the site-specific correlation between UCS and E can 
be estimated. This approach eliminates the need for a regression model 
before the correlation between UCS and E can be meaningfully evalu-
ated. Practitioners do not have to worry about the availability or type of 
an appropriate regression model to evaluate the correlation between 
UCS and E of rock. As an illustration, real data of UCS and E obtained for 
a project site in Iran are used in this study to show the efficiency and 
sensitivity of the proposed Bayesian approach. 

Need for research 

The Bayesian approach developed by Wang and Aladejare [20] uses 
empirical models between UCS and E as one of the inputs, and the study 
included a summary table of some previous empirical equations for 
prediction of UCS and E that may be used in its implementation. This 
indicates that the performance of the approach can be influenced by the 
quality of the empirical model used as input. Selecting an appropriate 
model for a specific site is an added complexity, may be time-consuming 
and present implementation bottlenecks to mining practitioners who 
may not be sufficiently rooted in the probability theorem involved in 
comparing different regression models. In addition, regression models 
could be site-specific and may vary differently from site to site. In fact, 
the complexity and type of the model could vary depending on the 
choice of the designer. Most times, if a local or site-specific model is not 
available, practitioners usually resort to using global models. In the 
sensitivity analysis performed by Wang and Aladejare [20], it was noted 
that the estimated correlation coefficient changes with the model un-
certainty of the regression model. This means that an inappropriate 
model can produce misleading results, leading to a correlation coeffi-
cient estimated from such an approach significantly different from the 
actual correlation at a specific site. As a result, it becomes necessary to 
develop an approach for the data-driven characterization of site-specific 
correlation of UCS and E without the use of regression models. 

Modelling the variability in UCS and E 

UCS and E are rock properties reflecting the rock strength and 
deformation characteristics. Both properties vary from site to site and 
even within the same site or rock deposit. This is because rocks are 
natural materials, whose properties are affected by the nature and 
process of their formation [51,52]. For instance, there are three rock 
types, and each is formed by a unique sequence of processes which are 
different from each other. Therefore, the properties of these rocks vary 
from location to location even within the same rock deposit. With the 
variation in the rock properties within a rock site, there is possibility of 
correlation between a pair of rock properties at a site. It is more 

Table 1 
Summary of some works on UCS and E prediction using AI and ML techniques.  

SN Reference Technique Input Output 

1 Armaghani et al. [31] ICA-ANN Rn, n, VP, Is(50) UCS, E 
2 Momeni et al. [34] ANN-PSO Rn, ρ, VP, Is(50) UCS 
3 Jing et al. [38] SFS- 

ANFIS 
Rn, VP, Is(50) UCS 

4 Meulenkamp and Grima [39] ANN L, n, ρ, d UCS 
5 Gokceoglu and Zorlu [40] FIS Is(50), BPI, Vp, 

BTS 
UCS, E 

6 Zorlu et al. [41] ANN q, PD, CC UCS 
7 Yilmaz and Yuksek [42] ANN ne, Is(50), Rn, Id UCS, E 
8 Yilmaz and Yuksek [43] ANFIS Vp, Is(50), Rn, WC UCS, E 
9 Dehghan et al. [44] ANN Vp, Is(50), Rn, n UCS, E 
10 Rabbani et al. [45] ANN n, BD, Sw UCS 
11 Singh et al. [46] ANFIS ρ, Is(50), WA E 
12 Rezaei et al. [47] FIS Rn, ρ, n UCS 
13 Ceryan et al. [48] ANN n, Id, Vm, ne, PSV UCS 
14 Beiki et al. [49] GA ρ, n, VP UCS, E 
15 Torabi-Kaveh et al. [50] ANN ρ, n, VP UCS 
16 Tonnizam Mohamad et al.  

[29] 
ANN-PSO BD, VP, Is(50), 

BTS 
UCS 

“L = Equotip value, ρ = density, d = grain size, Sw = water saturation, Id = slake 
durability index, Vm = P wave velocity in the solid part of the sample, ne =
effective porosity, q = quartz content, Nj = number of joints per meter, n =
porosity, Is(50) = point load index 
PSV petrography study values, APLS axial point load strength, BPI block punch 
index, BD bulk density, PD packing density, CC concave–convex, GA genetic 
algorithm, WC water content, WA water absorption, FIS fuzzy inference system, 
ANFIS adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system, PSO particle swarm optimization“ 
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interesting in the case of UCS and E, which are obtainable from the same 
experimental set up of compression tests. Using probability theory, the 
UCS and E can be treated as random variables with μU as mean of UCS, 
σU as standard deviation of UCS, μE as mean of E, and σE as standard 
deviation of E [27,53,54]. The idea of modelling the variability in UCS 
and E as random variables with an assumed probability distribution can 
be extended to accommodate the correlation between UCS and E. This 
involves modelling UCS and E as two correlated random variables, 
which follow bivariate distribution. UCS and E have been independently 
modelled to follow normal distribution in literature [55-57]. With both 
variables having been satisfactorily modelled by normal distribution in 
previous studies, they can be jointly modelled as a bivariate normal 
distribution [58]: 

P(UCS,E|μU, σU, μE, σE, ρUE) =
1

2πσUσE

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

1 − ρUE
2

√

×exp

{

−
1

2(1 − ρUE
2)

[(
UCS − μU

σU

)
2

− 2ρUE

(
UCS − μU

σU

)(
E − μE

σE

)

+

(
E − μE

σE

)
2

]}

(1) 

where ρUE is the correlation coefficient, which depicts the degree of 
correlation between UCS and E. It is defined as: 

ρUE =
Cov(UCS,E)

σUσE
(2) 

where Cov (UCS, E) is the covariance of UCS and E. The correlation 
coefficient ρUE is the indicator of the relationship between two UCS and 
E. 

Constructing the joint PDF of UCS and E without regression model 

As mentioned earlier, the Bayesian approach integrates the site- 
specific data pairs of UCS and E with the prior information on the site 
to derive the joint PDF of UCS and E. This study derives the joint PDF of 
UCS and E as a weighted summation of various component density 
functions with different distribution parameters [59,60]. The formula-
tion in this study uses bivariate normal distribution as the component 
density function and its distribution parameters are μU, σU, μE,

σE and ρUE as defined in Eqs. (1) and (2). An important feature of the 
concept adopted in this study is that the joint probability distribution is 
not automatically a bivariate normal distribution [57,59] because the 
joint distribution is a weighted summation of different combinations of 
μU, σU, μE, σE and ρUE, and could follow any distribution. The joint dis-
tribution parameters μU, σU, μE, σE and ρUE are estimated by using the 
site-specific data of UCS and E and their available prior information. In 
this way, the use of empirical model during problem formulation and 
estimation of posterior PDF in Bayesian framework is completely avoi-
ded. This will remove the influence of empirical model on character-
ization of joint distribution of UCS and E and may further improve the 
efficiency of using Bayesian approach for such characterization. 

Prior information is used in the formulation to compensate for the 
limited site data often available in most mining and geotechnical engi-
neering projects. Prior information may include engineering judgment, 
experience from similar projects, visual observations, published reports 
[26]. The prior information used in this study is the likely ranges of μU,

σU, μE, σE and ρUE reported in the literature. The basis for choosing this 
kind of prior is to use results of similar tests conducted in other locations, 
especially before adequate information is obtained at a site of interest. 
This informs why this type of prior is frequently regarded as an unin-
formative prior in Bayesian analysis. Within the ranges of the 

distribution parameters, there are many possible combinations of μU, σU,

μE, σE and ρUE values. Each combination of μU, σU, μE, σE and ρUE and 
data pair of UCS and E has an occurrence probability, defined as a joint 
PDF P(μU,σU,μE,σE,ρUE|Data,Prior). Data is the site data pairs of UCS and 
E obtained through uniaxial compression tests, while Prior is the prior 
information on μU,σU,μE,σE and ρUE. In this study, let Data = [(UCSi, Ei), 
i = 1, 2,…, N] represents N data pairs of UCS and E obtained from 
uniaxial compression tests. The joint PDF of UCS and E, P(UCS, E | Data, 
Prior) given the site-specific data and prior information of UCS and E is 
expressed as [58,59]: 

P(UCS,E|Data,Prior)

=

∫

μUσUμEσEρUE

P(UCS,E|μU, σU, μE, σE, ρUE)

×P(μU, σU, μE, σE, ρUE|Data,Prior)dμUdσUdμEdσEdρUE

(3) 

where P(UCS,E|μU,σU,μE,σE,ρUE)is the joint PDF of UCS and E for a 
given set of μU, σU, μE, σE and ρUE as expressed in Eq. (1), P(μU, σU, μE, σE,

ρUE|Data,Prior) is the joint PDF for a given set of μU, σU, μE, σE and ρUE 
based on the site-specific data and prior information. P(μU, σU, μE, σE,

ρUE|Data,Prior) reflects the updated knowledge on μU,σU,μE,σE and ρUE, 
obtained from integration of site data pairs of UCS and E and their prior 
information. 

Bayesian characterization of the joint PDF of UCS and E without 
regression model 

Using Bayesian framework, P(μU, σU, μE, σE, ρUE|Data,Prior) in Eq. (3) 
is simplified as, P(μU, σU, μE, σE, ρUE|Data) [25,61]: 

P(μU, σU, μE, σE, ρUE|Data,Prior) = C × P(Data|μU, σU, μE, σE, ρUE)

×P(μU, σU, μE, σE, ρUE)
(4) 

C =
(∫

μUσUμEσ EρUEP(Data|μU, σU, μE, σE, ρUE)P(μU, σU, μE, σE, ρUE)dμU 

dσUdμEdσEdρUE

)
− 1 is a normalizing constant, which does not depend on 

(μU, σU, μE, σE, ρUE) but needed to make Eq. (4) a proper PDF; P(Data|μU,

σU, μE, σE, ρUE) is the likelihood function, which depicts the goodness of 
fit of observing data pair of UCS and E given distribution parameters μU,

σU, μE, σE and ρUE ; P(μU, σU, μE, σE, ρUE) is the prior distribution of (μU,σU,

μE,σE,ρUE), which reflects the prior information on (μU, σU, μE, σE, ρUE) in 
the absence of data pair of UCS and E. Note that the uniaxial compres-
sion tests through which UCS and E are measured are usually carried out 
using core samples obtained at a distance interval of at least of 1 m or 
more apart. Alternatively, rock samples are also collected by grab 
sampling for core drilling [23,57]. Both methods of sample collection for 
uniaxial compression have considerable distance among sampling 
points within a rock site. The site-specific data pairs (i.e., Data = [(UCSi, 
Ei), i = 1, 2,…,N], especially those from the same borehole, are therefore 
expected to be virtually independent. The Data obtained from such 
samples are virtually independent and taken as independent realizations 
of the bivariate Gaussian random variables UCS and E, with means μU 
and μE, standard deviations σU and σE, and correlation coefficient ρUE. 
The likelihood function P(Data|μU, σU, μE, σE, ρUE) can be written as: 

P(Data|μU, σU, μE, σE, ρUE)

=
∏N

i=1
P(UCSi,Ei|μU, σU, μE, σE, ρUE)

(5) 

where P(UCSi,Ei|μU, σU, μE, σE, ρUE) in Eq. (5) is calculated for Data =
[(UCSi, Ei), i = 1, 2,…,N] using Eq. (1). Note that unlike in [20], the 
likelihood function formulated in Eq. (5) in this approach does not 
incorporate any regression model. 

When no informative knowledge on the distribution parameters of 
the distribution of UCS and E (i.e., μU,σU,μE,σE and ρUE), a joint uniform 
distribution can be used to model the prior distribution P(μU, σU, μE, σE,

ρUE) [62]. The typical ranges in terms of minimum and maximum values 
of μU [ μUmin, μUmax], σU [ σUmin, σUmax ], μE [ μEmin, μEmax ], σE [ σEmin, σEmax 

], and ρUE [ ρUEmin, ρUEmax ] are used to define the joint uniform 
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distribution, which is expressed as [63]: 

P(μU, σU, μE, σE, ρUE) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

(μUmax − μUmin)×

(σUmax − σUmin)×

(μEmax − μEmin)×

(σEmax − σEmin)×

(ρUEmax − ρUEmin)

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

− 1

0

μU ∈ [μUmin, μUmax]

σU ∈ [σUmin, σUmax]

μE ∈ [μEmin, μEmax]

σE ∈ [σEmin, σEmax]

ρ ∈ [ρUEmin, ρUEmax]

others

(6) 

In Bayesian framework, the joint PDF P(UCS,E|Data,Prior)of UCS and 
E for a given set of UCS and E data pair and prior information on UCS 
and E is expressed as: 

P(UCS,E|Data,Prior) = C ×

∫

μU σU μEσEρUE

P(UCS,E|μU , σU , μE, σE, ρUE)

×P(Data|μU , σU , μE, σE, ρUE)

×P(μU , σU , μE, σE, ρUE)dμUdσUdμEdσEdρUE

(7) 

where C is the normalizing constant. The integral term in Eq. (7) is 
five-dimensional, and expressed as: 

I =
∫

μUσUμEσEρUE

P(UCS,E|μU, σU, μE, σE, ρUE)

×P(Data|μU, σU, μE, σE, ρUE)

×P(μU, σU, μE, σE, ρUE)dμUdσUdμEdσEdρUE

(8) 

Modelling the joint PDF of UCS and E produces a five-dimensional 
integral, reflecting the number of the distribution parameters used in 
this study. It is often difficult to solve this type of high-dimensional in-
tegral by analytical method because of the dimension. Therefore, Mar-
kov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation is used to generate a 
sequence of sample pairs of UCS and E from Eq. (8). MCMC simulation 
has been previously used in literature to simulate samples from 
complicated PDF like the one developed in Eq. (8). [20,59]. 

MCMC-based simulation of UCS and E sample pairs 

MCMC-based simulation is used to generate sample pairs of UCS and 
E from the joint PDF in Eq. (8). This improves the practicability and 
robustness of the approach proposed. In using MCMC simulation, 
metropolis-Hastings (MH) algorithm [64,65] is utilized to simulate 
sample pairs from Eq. (8). The simulated sample pairs of UCS and E can 
be used directly in mining and geotechnical reliability analysis. 
Furthermore, marginal, and joint distributions of UCS and E in terms of 
μU, σU, μE, σE and ρUE can be estimated from the simulated sample pairs. 
The MH algorithm helps to bypass the rigours involved in the calculation 
of the normalizing constant C. The first state (i.e.,UCS1,E1) of the (UCS, 
E) Markov Chain is taken arbitrarily, with UCS1 and E1 taken as the 
respective mean of the likely ranges of UCS and E from the prior infor-
mation. The second state of the (UCS, E) Markov Chain (i.e., 
UCS2 and E2) is generated from its first state (UCS1,E1). For every next 
state z-th of the Markov Chain, a candidate sample, (UCS*

z ,E
*
z) is simu-

lated based on its previous (z − 1)-th state, (UCSz− 1, Ez− 1) using the 
proposal PDF P

(
UCS*

z ,E*
z |UCSz− 1,Ez− 1

)
. The proposal PDF is a bivariate 

Gaussian PDF with a mean of (UCSz− 1, Ez− 1) and coefficients of varia-
tion, COVs of UCS and E. The COVs of the proposal PDF is taken in this 
study as the mean COVs of the prior information for UCS and E, 
respectively. 

The movement pattern of the Markov Chain of (UCS, E) depends on 
the acceptance or otherwise of the candidate sample pair at every state 
of the Markov Chain. The acceptance at every state of the Markov Chain 
is determined by an acceptance ratio, R, calculated as: 

R =
I(UCS*

z ,E
*
z)

I(UCSz− 1,Ez− 1)

×
P
(
UCSz− 1,Ez− 1

⃒
⃒UCS*

z ,E*
z

)

P
(
UCS*

z ,E*
z

⃒
⃒UCSz− 1,Ez− 1

)

for z = 2, 3,⋯., z

(9) 

in which I(UCS*
z ,E*

z) and I(UCSz− 1,Ez− 1) are the values of the integral 
term expressed in Eq. (8) at candidate state (UCS*

z ,E*
z) and previous state 

(UCSz− 1,Ez− 1), respectively; P
(
UCSz− 1,Ez− 1|UCS*

z ,E*
z

)
is the joint PDF of 

(UCSz− 1,Ez− 1) given (UCS*
z , E*

z), which is modelled as a bivariate 
Gaussian PDF with a mean (UCSz− 1,Ez− 1) and a proposal COV; P

(
UCS*

z ,

E*
z |UCSz− 1,Ez− 1

)
is the joint PDF of (UCS*

z ,E*
z) given (UCSz− 1,Ez− 1) ; and 

z is the total number of sample pairs of UCS and E generated in the 
MCMC simulation. The integral term in Eq. (9) is calculated numerically 
for every state of the Markov Chain using a five-dimensional grid for the 
space of μU,σU,μE,σE and ρUE, expressed as: 

I =
∑tμ,U

Sμ,U=1

∑tσ,U

Sσ,U=1

∑tμ,E

Sμ,E=1

∑tσ,E

Sσ,E=1

∑tρ

SρUE =1
×
[
P
(

UCS,E|μSμ,U
,σSσ,U ,μSμ,E

,σSσ,E ,ρSρUE

)

×P
(

Data|μSμ,U
,σSσ,U ,μSμ,E

,σSσ,E ,ρSρUE

)
×P

(
μSμ,U

,σSσ,U ,μSμ,E
,σSσ,E ,ρSρUE

)]

×ΔμUΔσUΔμEΔσEΔρUE

(10) 

where tμ,U, tσ,U, tμ,E, tσ,E and tρUE are the numbers of integration in-
tervals of μU, σU, μE, σE andρUE, calculated as tμ,U = (μUmax − μUmin)/ΔμU, 
tσ,U = (σUmax − σUmin)/ΔσU, tμ,E = (μEmax − μEmin)/ΔμE, 
tσ,E=(σEmax − σEmin)/ΔσE and tρ = (ρUEmax − ρUEmin)/ΔρUE , respectively; ΔμU, 
ΔσU, ΔμE, ΔσE and ΔρUE are the intervals of μU, σU, μE, σE andρUE, 
respectively; μSμ,U

, σSσ,U , μSμ,E
, σSσ,E and ρSρUE 

are the average values of μU,

σU,μE,σE andρUE in the Sμ,U − th, Sσ,U − th, Sμ,E − th, Sσ,E − th and SρUE − th, 
respectively; for instance μSμ,U

= μUmin+
(
2Sμ,U − 1

)
ΔμU/2, Sμ,U = 1, 2,…, 

tμ,U and the average values of μU,σU,μE,σE andρUE are estimated using 
similar equations to that for the average value of μSμ,U 

; 

P
(

UCS,E|μSμ,U
,σSσ,U ,μSμ,E

,σSσ,E ,ρSρUE

)
, P

(
Data|μSμ,U

,σSσ,U ,μSμ,E
,σSσ,E ,ρSρUE

)
and 

P
(

μSμ,U
,σSσ,U ,μSμ,E

,σSσ,E ,ρSρUE

)
are calculated using Eqs. (1), (5) and (6), 

respectively. P
(

UCS,E|μSμ,U
,σSσ,U ,μSμ,E

,σSσ,E ,ρSρUE

)
is calculated for 

different simulated samples of (UCS, E) while P
(

Data|μSμ,U
,σSσ,U ,μSμ,E

,σSσ,E ,

ρSρUE

)
and P

(
μSμ,U

,σSσ,U ,μSμ,E
,σSσ,E ,ρSρUE

)
are constant throughout MCMC 

sampling. 
To accept the candidate sample pairs at z-th state of the Markov 

Chain, a random number is generated between 0 and 1. If the acceptance 
ratio R calculated at z-th state of the Markov Chain is greater than the 
random number generated, the candidate sample pairs are accepted as 
the z-th state of the Markov Chain (i.e., (UCS*

z ,E
*
z) = (UCSz,Ez)). If the 

acceptance ratio R calculated at z-th state of the Markov Chain is less 
than the uniform random number generated, the candidate sample pairs 
are rejected and the previous state (UCSz− 1,Ez− 1) is set as the z-th state 
of the Markov Chain (i.e., (UCS*

z ,E
*
z) = (UCSz− 1,Ez− 1)). The simulation is 

repeated z-1 times to produce z-1 samples of (UCS, E), making a total of z 
samples in the Markov Chain. At stationary condition, the Markov Chain 
is not affected of the value of (UCS1,E1) taken as the initial state of the 
Markov Chain. Therefore, the initial value of (UCS1,E1) has no effect on 
the (UCS, E) sample pairs after the Markov Chain reaches its stationary 
condition, and the samples are considered as appropriate samples for 
probabilistic characterization of (UCS, E). 

Implementation procedure 

The approach proposed in this study can be implemented step by step 
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as highlighted below:  

1. Obtain a number of site data pairs of UCS and E (i.e., Data = [(UCSi, 
Ei), i = 1, 2,…, N]) from laboratory uniaxial compression tests.  

2. Choose a set of reasonable prior information on μU, σU, μE, σEandρ in 
terms of [ μUmin, μUmax ] of μU, [ σUmin, σUmax ] of σU, [ μEmin, μEmax ] of 
μE, [ σEmin, σEmax ] of σE, and [ ρUEmin, ρUEmax ] of ρUE, respectively.  

3. Choose an appropriate grid for the space of μU, σU, μE, σE and ρUE to 

calculate P
(

Data|μSμ,U
, σSσ,U , μSμ,E

, σSσ,E , ρSρUE

)
and P

(
μSμ,U

, σSσ,U , μSμ,E
,

σSσ,E , ρSρUE

)
by Eqs. (5) and (6), respectively, for every interval of μU,

σU, μE, σE and ρUE using average values μSμ,U
, σSσ,U , μSμ,E

, σSσ,E and ρSρUE
.  

4. Choose a starting state for the (UCS,E) Markov Chain, and simulate a 
large number of sample pairs of (UCS,E) using Eq. (7).  

5. Use the simulated sample pairs of UCS and E to the estimate the 
statistics, marginal and joint distribution of UCS and E, as well as the 
correlation coefficient between the UCS and E sample pairs. 

The proposed approach is programmed and completely executed in 
MATLAB environment [66]. With the entire calculation and simulation 
of sample pairs programmed as a user function, mining and geotechnical 
practitioners can easily estimate correlation between UCS and E using 
only site-specific test data and prior information (e.g., typical ranges of 
μU, σU, μE, σE and ρUE in terms of [ μUmin, μUmax ] of μU, [ σUmin, σUmax ] of 
σU, [ μEmin, μEmax ] of μE, [ σEmin, σEmax ] of σE, and [ ρUEmin, ρUEmax ] of ρUE) 
as input. The sample pairs of UCS and E obtained can be statistically 
analyzed to derive statistics and probability distributions of the simu-
lated samples. The proposed approach can be used to perform data- 
driven characterization of the joint PDF of any correlated rock 
properties. 

Illustrative example 

A set of 150 real data pairs of UCS and E from uniaxial compression 
tests performed on migmatites at the Sanandaj-Sirjan zone in Iran [67] is 
used to demonstrate the proposed approach. The data pairs of UCS and E 
along with their histograms are shown in Fig. 1. Using the site data pairs 
of UCS and E, μU, σU, μE, σE and ρUE are estimated and indicated in Fig. 1. 
Note that in most mining and geotechnical engineering projects, only 
limited sample pairs of UCS and E are available at project sites. The 150 
data pairs of UCS and E in Fig. 1 are large sample size and the statistics 
estimated from the dataset are used as the population statistics of UCS 
and E in this study. In addition, the correlation coefficient between UCS 
and E was estimated to be 0.86, and it is taken as the population cor-
relation in this study. A correlation coefficient of 0.86 indicates a strong 
positive dependence between UCS and E. This means that an increase in 
the value of UCS leads to an increase in E, and vice versa. To present 
scenarios similar to real conditions of limited data often experienced in 
mining and geotechnical site investigations, four data sets of small 
sample number of UCS and E are randomly selected from the 150 data 
for analysis: (i) a data set with 5 sample pairs (i.e., N = 5) (Case A), (ii) a 
data set with 10 sample pairs size (i.e., N = 10) (Case B), (iii) a data set 
with 20 sample pairs (i.e., N = 20) (Case C), and (iv) a data set with 30 
sample pairs (i.e., N = 30) (Case D). Table 2 summarizes these data sets, 
which will be integrated with the prior information on UCS and E to 
produce a data-driven characterization of the joint PDF and site-specific 
correlation of UCS and E. The typical ranges [6.7 MPa, 320 MPa] for μU, 
[2.9 MPa, 138 MPa] for σU, [2.7 GPa, 88.4 GPa] for μE, [1.2 GPa, 38.8 
GPa] for σE, and [0.1, 1] for ρUE are taken as the prior information of 
UCS and E [11,68,69]. The robustness and efficiency of the proposed 
approach are validated by comparing the results from the approach with 

Fig. 1. Uniaxial compressive strength and Youngs’ modulus measured by compression tests at Sanandaj-Sirjan zone in Iran (data from [67]).  
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Table 2 
Randomly selected sets of UCS and E data pairs used in Cases A-D (from [67]).  

No Case A (5 data) Case B (10 data) Case C (20 data) Case D (30 data)  

UCS (MPa) E (GPa) UCS (MPa) E (GPa) UCS (MPa) E (GPa) UCS (MPa) E (GPa) 

1  106.03  13.80  39.59  4.44  54.24  6.64  147.22  19.79 
2  201.66  25.02  89.16  14.64  127.07  17.67  89.16  14.64 
3  138.46  20.40  150.50  17.97  147.91  21.89  62.09  8.69 
4  87.77  15.12  106.89  15.09  89.16  14.64  150.50  17.97 
5  63.11  8.17  119.69  21.20  93.44  10.64  149.70  24.60 
6    115.73  18.12  123.19  17.34  119.69  21.20 
7    129.20  29.71  149.72  26.16  115.73  18.12 
8    164.39  23.73  160.82  25.05  134.20  23.31 
9    186.08  25.02  152.71  21.90  138.46  20.40 
10    62.09  8.69  106.03  13.80  175.94  22.94 
11      146.96  30.35  54.24  6.64 
12      119.69  21.20  39.59  4.44 
13      139.44  20.75  29.55  6.09 
14      147.36  22.12  73.81  8.77 
15      113.91  21.91  134.81  22.31 
16      39.63  4.49  168.40  30.91 
17      163.72  27.83  113.52  22.62 
18      141.79  20.55  137.76  17.50 
19      37.05  4.81  87.77  15.12 
20      120.14  15.61  141.79  20.55 
21        113.98  22.32 
22        107.36  23.52 
23        127.07  17.67 
24        167.51  26.63 
25        155.48  23.99 
26        75.32  13.82 
27        40.98  6.43 
28        201.66  25.02 
29        142.50  26.85 
30        173.29  23.39  

Fig. 2. 3D plot of the 10,000 sample pairs of UCS and E using Case A.  
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the population statistics and distribution estimated from 150 data pairs 
of UCS and E obtained from Sanandaj-Sirjan zone in Iran. 

Marginal probability distribution of UCS and E 

Figs. 2-5 show the plots of 10,000 simulated samples of UCS and E 
from Bayesian approach. The plots are three-dimensional and include 
the scatterplots of the simulated data pairs of UCS and E, along with 
their marginal PDFs and one-dimensional histograms. Furthermore, the 
figures present the statistics of the simulated sample pairs of UCS and E 
for Cases A–D, respectively. Fig. 6 shows the scatter plots of the 10,000 
simulated sample pairs (open circles) of UCS and E together with the 
data points (red asterisks) for Cases A–D listed in Table 2. The simulated 
sample pairs of UCS and E are consistent with the data points in Table 2. 
This indicates that the simulated sample pairs of UCS and E from the 
proposed approach reasonably and satisfactorily depict the joint PDFs of 
UCS and E. 

Table 3 presents the mean and standard deviation of the simulated 
UCS samples for Cases A-D, and the population mean and standard de-
viation of UCS estimated from the 150 data points obtained through 
laboratory tests. The relative differences between the mean values of the 
simulated UCS samples of UCS and measured UCS samples through 
uniaxial compression tests for Cases A–D are 5.02%, 0.13%, 0.16% and 
0.14%, respectively. Also, the relative differences in their standard de-
viations are 11.02%, 1.80%, 0.75% and 0.70% for Cases A-D, respec-
tively. For both means and standard deviations of UCS, the relative 
differences reduce drastically when N is increased from 5. Table 4 pre-
sents the mean and standard deviation of the simulated E samples for 
Cases A-D, and the population mean, and standard deviation of E esti-
mated from the 150 data points obtained through laboratory tests. The 
relative differences between the mean values of the simulated E samples 

and measured E samples through uniaxial compression tests for Cases 
A–D are 4.97%, 0.11%, 0.05% and 0.26%, respectively. The relative 
differences in standard deviation are 0.74%, 10.49%, 4.58% and 2.81% 
for Cases A-D, respectively. For the means of E, the relative differences 
reduce drastically when N is increased from 5. For the standard de-
viations, the relative difference is very small when N = 5. The relative 
difference at N = 10 is the highest and reduces drastically from when N 
= 10 to when N = 30. The smallest relative difference obtained at N = 5 
may be random and does not justify that results at N = 5 will always be 
better than at N > 5 (the effect of N on data-driven characterization of 
the joint distribution of UCS and E are further explained under sensi-
tivity analysis). 

Fig. 7 shows the marginal CDFs of the simulated sample pairs of UCS 
and E for Cases A–D. For comparison, the distributions of measured UCS 
and E samples used for demonstration are also included. The marginal 
CDFs of the simulated UCS and E sample pairs are consistent with those 
of the measured UCS and E samples pairs from uniaxial compression 
tests. Therefore, the Bayesian approach satisfactorily modelled and 
characterize the marginal CDFs of UCS and E. The Bayesian approach 
systematically integrates site-specific data with prior information and 
simulates UCS and E samples pairs from the updated information. When 
N = 5 for Case A, the simulated UCS and E sample pairs are mostly 
dominated by the effect of prior information adopted in the proposed 
approach. When a less confident prior information is used as is in this 
study, the simulated sample pairs may scatter a lot leading to increased 
standard deviation. However, when the quantity of input data pairs 
increases, the relative difference in the standard deviations of simulated 
and measured data pairs reduces. This is because of an increase in the 
impact from the input data pairs on the simulated sample pairs, as can be 
observed when the input data pairs are increased to 20 and 30 for Cases 
C and D, respectively. 

Fig. 3. 3D plot of the 10,000 sample pairs of UCS and E using Case B.  
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Joint probability distribution and site-specific correlation between UCS and 
E 

Using the simulated UCS and E sample pairs plotted in Figs. 2-5 for 
Cases A – D, respectively, the correlation coefficients of UCS and E which 
depict their joint distribution are estimated. Table 5 summarizes the 
relative differences between the correlation coefficients of UCS and E 
samples pairs produced by the proposed approach and the population 
correlation coefficient of UCS and E sample pairs from the uniaxial 
compression tests. In Table 5, the correlation coefficients obtained from 
the Bayesian approach for Cases A–D are compared with the correlation 
coefficient of 0.86 calculated from the data pairs obtained from uniaxial 
compression tests. It is observed from Table 5 that as the quantity of 
input data pairs increases, the values of the estimated correlation co-
efficients from both sources gradually become close. When N is 
increased to 10, the relative difference is small and within acceptable 
limit at 2.33%. Therefore, using the Bayesian approach, reasonable 
estimation of correlation coefficient of UCS and E can be made with just 
10 input data pairs. At N = 20 and more, there is zero relative difference 
in the correlation from the Bayesian samples and samples from uniaxial 
compressive strength tests. This infers that the proposed Bayesian 
approach estimates a reliable correlation coefficient between UCS and E 
using only a limited number of UCS and E data pairs, and without any 
empirical model. Therefore, the Bayesian approach can satisfactorily 
estimate the population correlation coefficient of UCS and E without 
using a large amount of data pairs. Before now, estimating such corre-
lation coefficient has been a tough task in mining engineering because of 
the limitation of obtaining sufficient rock test data in the laboratory. 

As illustrated in Figs. 2-5 and Table 5, a meaningful site-specific 
correlation coefficient between UCS and E of rock can be estimated 
without the use of a regression model. The correlation coefficient of 0.79 
from Bayesian approach obtained for Case A differs remarkably from the 

correlation coefficient of 0.86 estimated from the measured 150 data 
pairs. This disparity may be the effect of the relatively small quantity of 
input data pairs for Case A. Note that [70] suggested 30 data points of 
any parameter as the minimum number required for statistical analysis. 
However, obtaining such a number (i.e., 30 or more) of data during 
uniaxial compression tests is difficult because of cost, time, logistics and 
rock conditions. In such situations, the proposed Bayesian approach 
becomes useful, because of its ability to reliably estimate the correlation 
coefficient of UCS and E from just about 10 input data pairs. The 
Bayesian approach significantly reduces the quantity of input data pairs 
required to estimate a reliable correlation coefficient between UCS and E 
for a specific site. Furthermore, the simulated UCS and E sample pairs 
produced in this study can be used directly as data pairs or separate 
inputs in mining engineering analysis, including those involving Monte 
Carlo simulation-based designs and analyses [20,31,69,71]. 

Sensitivity study 

As formulated and highlighted in the sections for constructing the 
joint PDF of UCS and E and its Bayesian characterization, the proposed 
approach integrates only two input information, the available data pairs 
of UCS and E, and a reasonable prior information of the distribution 
parameters of UCS and E. In engineering practice, the availability and 
determination of these two inputs may be project or site-specific and 
vary differently. A sensitivity study is, therefore, performed in this 
section to investigate the effect of changes in these inputs on the esti-
mated distribution parameters of UCS and E. To achieve this, the 
sensitivity study utilizes additional and different input datasets as 
highlighted in the subsequent subsections. 

Fig. 4. 3D plot of the 10,000 sample pairs of UCS and E using Case C.  
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Effects of the quantity of input data pairs 

10 data sets for different scenarios of data pairs (i.e., 5, 10, 20, or 30) 
are randomly drawn from the 150 measured UCS and E data pairs (see 
the section on illustrative example and Fig. 1). This results in 40 sets of 
UCS and E input data pairs. Each set is rationally combined with the 
prior information given under the section of illustrative example in the 
Bayesian approach to simulate 10,000 UCS and E samples pairs. This is 
repeated until all the 40 sets have been used in the Bayesian approach, 
leading to 40 different sets of data-driven characterization of UCS and E 
sample pairs. The mean and standard deviation of UCS and E and their 
correlation coefficient are subsequently estimated from all the 10,000 
samples simulated for the 40 data sets. Also, the direct statistical esti-
mates of the 40 input data sets using conventional statistical method are 
also computed. 

The mean and standard deviation of UCS and E and the correlation 
coefficient obtained from the proposed approach and those computed 
using conventional method are evaluated using the hypothesis tests. The 
acceptance regions of the mean, standard deviation, and correlation 
coefficient at a significance level of α are calculated as [58,72]: 

μK +Φ− 1
α/2

σK
̅̅̅̅̅
Ns

√ < μ*
K ≤ μK +Φ− 1

1− α/2
σK
̅̅̅̅̅
Ns

√ (11)  

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
cα/2,Ns − 1

Ns − 1

√

σK < σ*
K ≤

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
c1− α/2,Ns − 1

Ns − 1

√

σK (12)  

[exp(2zo) − 1 ]
[exp(2zo) + 1 ]

< ρ* ≤

[
exp

(
2zq

)
− 1

]

[
exp

(
2zq

)
+ 1

] (13) 

where μ*
K, (K = UCS or E) and σ*

X (K = UCS or E) are the estimated 
mean and standard deviation of either UCS or E from the Bayesian 
approach or conventional method; Φ− 1

α/2 and Φ− 1
1− α/2 are inverse standard 

normal CDF at α/2 and 1 − α/2, respectively; Ns is the quantity of input 
data pairs used, i.e., Ns = 5, 10, 20 or 30; cα/2,Ns − 1 and c1− α/2,Ns − 1 are Chi- 
squared statistic with Ns − 1 degrees of freedom at the levels of α/2 and 
1 − α/2, respectively; ρ* is the estimated correlation coefficient from the 
proposed Bayesian approach or conventional method, 

zo = 0.5 × ln
[

1+ρ
1− ρ

]

−
Φ− 1

α/2̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
(Ns − 3)

√ and zq = 0.5× ln
[

1+ρ
1− ρ

]

+
Φ− 1

α/2̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
(Ns − 3)

√ . 

The results of the hypothesis tests are presented in Fig. 8a-e. The 
open circles in each plot represent the estimates obtained from the 
proposed Bayesian approach while the open triangles indicate those 
obtained directly from the input data using conventional method. The 
population estimates based on the 150 UCS and E data pairs in Fig. 1 and 
their 5% significant levels are also indicated as dashed lines and solid 
lines in Fig. 8a-e, respectively. In general, the open circles are more 
consistent with the dashed line than the open triangles. This shows that 
the Bayesian approach provide more reliable estimates when compared 
with conventional statistical methods, especially for relatively small Ns 
(Fig. 8a-e). 

There are cases of underestimations and overestimations from con-
ventional statistical method (i.e., open triangles), with some of the es-
timates not within the acceptance regions. Meanwhile, the Bayesian 
approach produces estimates that are very close to the population values 
and fall within the acceptance regions. Furthermore, Fig. 8a-e also show 
that, an increase in Ns reduces the difference between the population 
values and the Bayesian approach estimates. The Bayesian approach is 
particularly useful when Ns is small because of significant statistical 
uncertainty. The Bayesian approach rationally and effectively reduces 
the statistical uncertainty in the estimates. This leads to a significant 
improvement in the estimation of joint distribution of UCS and E, when 
only a small quantity of UCS and E data pairs of UCS and E can be 
assessed without a regression model. 

Fig. 5. 3D plot of the 10,000 sample pairs of UCS and E using Case D.  
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Fig. 6. Scatter plots of the simulated samples pairs of UCS and E from Bayesian approach and the input data points for Cases A-D.  

Table 3 
Summary of the estimated means and standard deviations of UCS for Cases A-D.    

Population value Bayesian approach Relative difference of Bayesian approach (%) 

Case A Mean (MPa)  118.42  124.36  5.02 
(5 input data pairs) Standard deviation (MPa)  38.85  43.13  11.02 
Case B Mean (MPa)  118.42  118.57  0.13 
(10 input data pairs) Standard deviation (MPa)  38.85  39.55  1.80 
Case C Mean (MPa)  118.42  118.61  0.16 
(20 input data pairs) Standard deviation (MPa)  38.85  38.56  0.75 
Case D Mean (MPa)  118.42  118.58  0.14 
(30 input data pairs) Standard deviation (MPa)  38.85  39.11  0.70  

Table 4 
Summary of the estimated means and standard deviations of E for Cases A-D.    

Population value Bayesian approach Relative difference of Bayesian approach (%) 

Case A Mean (GPa)  18.70  19.63  4.97 
(5 input data pairs) Standard deviation (GPa)  6.77  6.82  0.74 
Case B Mean (GPa)  18.70  18.68  0.11 
(10 input data pairs) Standard deviation (GPa)  6.77  6.06  10.49 
Case C Mean (GPa)  18.70  18.71  0.05 
(20 input data pairs) Standard deviation (GPa)  6.77  6.46  4.58 
Case D Mean (GPa)  18.70  18.75  0.26 
(30 input data pairs) Standard deviation (GPa)  6.77  6.96  2.81  
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Effects of different prior information 

A sensitivity study to investigate the effect of prior information in the 
Bayesian approach is performed in this section using two different sets of 
prior information (i.e., Prior information I and II as shown in Fig. 9a-e). 
The prior information I (dashed line) shown in Fig. 9a-e has been used in 
the previous section, and it is only included for comparison purpose in 
this section. The prior information II shown in Fig. 9a-e also follows a 
uniform distribution, but the ranges of the distribution parameters are 
narrower than in prior information I and centered around the population 
values. Therefore, the prior information II contains more information 
than the prior information I, and it better depicts the population values 
of μU, σU, μE, σE and ρUE. In real practice, the quantity and quality of 
prior knowledge for different project sites may vary and depend on 
available information and past studies. While some sites may have more 
informative prior knowledge, others may have to rely regional or global 
prior knowledge. The prior information II is used together with each of 
the 40 sets of UCS and E data pairs in the Bayesian approach, to simulate 
10,000 UCS and E sample pairs in each case. 

Fig. 10a-e illustrate the effect of the more confident prior informa-
tion, using similar symbols to Fig. 8a-e. The μU, σU, μE, σE and ρUE values 
obtained from using prior information II plot more closely to their 
respective population values than those obtained from using prior in-
formation I. Fig. 10a-e also shows that, the difference between these two 
sets of results (i.e., prior information I and II) gradually reduces as the Ns 
increases. As Ns approaches 30, the effect of prior information becomes 
more and more negligible. The impact of the prior information in the 
Bayesian approach cannot be overstated, particularly when there is 
small quantity of input data pairs. The quantification and integration of 
the available prior information is, therefore, crucial when using the 
Bayesian approach with sizeable quantity of input data [62]. 

Conclusions 

An approach for data-driven characterization of the correlation be-
tween the UCS and E of rock, based on limited data pairs of UCS and E is 

developed. Adopting a Bayesian framework, the prior information (e.g., 
pre-existing engineering records) on UCS and E are systematically 
combined with limited measured data pairs of UCS and E for modelling 
the site-specific joint distribution of UCS and E. The combined infor-
mation is transformed into simulated UCS and E data pairs using MCMC 
simulation. Subsequently, the simulated sample pairs are statistically 
analysed to obtain the correlation coefficient between UCS and E, the 
statistics, and marginal distributions of UCS and E, and their joint 
probability distributions Unlike previous studies, the approach devel-
oped in this study does not require a regression model between UCS and 
E to obtain a meaningful and reliable site-specific correlation. It is time- 
consuming to select an appropriate regression model for a limited data 
points and regression models propagate varying uncertainties depend-
ing on their quality, and their original site-specific data. 

The proposed Bayesian approach was illustrated and validated using 
measured UCS and E data pairs obtained from uniaxial compression tests 
on migmatites at the Sanandaj-Sirjan zone in Iran. It has been shown 
that, the approach provides a reliable estimate of site-specific correla-
tion and other marginal statistical estimates (mean and standard devi-
ation) from only limited data points and prior information. Obtaining 
such estimations for rock parameters (e.g., UCS and E) usually require a 
large quantity of data pairs, which is difficult to get in mining and 
geotechnical practice. The Bayesian approach developed in this study is 
useful, especially when extensive test data are not available at a specific 
site. The approach also eliminates the need for a regression model before 
the characterization of the joint distribution and correlation between 
UCS and E can be meaningfully evaluated. Practitioners do not have to 
worry about the availability of an appropriate regression model to 
evaluate the correlation between UCS and E of rock at project sites. The 
sensitivity studies show that the Bayesian approach is general and can be 
applied for different quantity of input data pairs and varying prior 
information. 

The limitation of Bayesian method is that it requires skills to trans-
late prior engineering beliefs and experience into a mathematically 
formulated prior. Bayesian method does not provide a conventional way 
to choose a prior, and there can be misleading results if the proper prior 

Fig. 7. Marginal CDFs of UCS and E samples pairs simulated from Bayesian approach for Cases A-D.  

Table 5 
Summary of the correlation coefficients (ρUE) between UCS and E for Cases A-D.    

Population value Bayesian approach Relative difference of Bayesian approach (%) 

Case A (5 input data pairs) ρUE   0.86  0.79 8.14 
Case B (10 input data pairs) ρUE   0.86  0.84 2.33 
Case C (20 input data pairs) ρUE   0.86  0.86 0 
Case D (30 input data pairs) ρUE   0.86  0.86 0  
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Fig. 8. Effect of the quantity of input data pairs on estimates of distribution parameters.  
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Fig. 9. Plots of Prior information I and II on distribution parameters.  
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Fig. 10. Effect of prior information on estimates of distribution parameters.  
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is not used in Bayesian analysis. Therefore, future research direction will 
be targeted at developing a rational method of selecting appropriate 
prior for input in Bayesian analysis. 
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